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1. Introduction

The Group and Individual control system (GIC) full replacement was realized at South

Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plant (SLTNPP) Unit 1 during the reactor refueling outage in summer 1996.

The new equipment has been developed and manufactured at §KODA Controls s.r.o. This article

gives a brief overview about this system and design and realization process experience.

2. Main functions of the GIC system

Group and individual control system provides control rods position evaluation, indication and

control. System is directly connected to the control rod drives and their position sensors.

GIC system is one of the subsystems of the reactor I&C and is interfaced with some of other

I&C subsystems as Automatic power regulator (ARM), Safety shut-down system (AZ), Power

limitation system (PZ), In-core measuring system (SVRK.) and Unit information system (IVS).

GIC system "itself provides the following functions:

• evaluation of control rods position;

• indication of control rods position on MCR and ECR panels;

• moving of individual rods and group of rods in manual control mode by operator's commands.

GIC system in cooperation with other subsystems of I&C provides the following functions:

• reactor full scram by switching off all of CRDM magnet coils power supply (follows all control

rods shut down by gravitation force);

• reactor partial scram by switching off one pre-selected group of CRDM magnet coils power supply

(follows one group of control rods shut down by gravitation force);

• simultaneous insertion of one control rod group with preset sequence, when the limitation system

command PZ-1 is given;

• disabling of the control rods withdrawal, when the limitation system command PZ-2 is given;

• insertion or withdrawal (in a special sequence) of control rod groups by commands of automatic

power regulator.
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3. Structure of the advanced GIC system and its main features

System structure you can see on Figure 1.

In the system lower level you can see Drive power supply and control cabinets (PSU), which

provide power supply of control rod drive magnet coils and Position evaluation cabinets (PKP), which

are connected to the control rod position indicators UP-2.

At the system upper level you can see two Group and individual control cabinets (PGIU) with

Manual control unit (BRU) and Communication and indication device (UKI), two sets of position

indicators (UGIP) and Diagnostics cabinet (PD).

Drive power supply and control cabinet (PSU) involves two independent channels, each of

them providing control of one control rod drive. Each of channels contains three digital controlled

rectifiers providing drive magnetic coils power supply, central programmed digital control unit,

communication unit and two pulse converters for drive magnetic coils stand-by power supply.

Position evaluation cabinet (PKP) involves four independent channels, each of them

providing evaluation of position of one control rod. Each channel contains position sensor power

supply unit, programmed digital evaluation unit, communication and interface units.

Group and individual control cabinet (PGIU) involves three channels, which works on

"two out of three" principle. Each of channels contains central unit with Intel 80C186 microprocessor,

six communication units, and five different interface units. In addition to this programming part,

cabinet contains three channel non programmed, "hard-wired logic" module, processing safety shut

down system commands (full and partial scram commands).

Diagnostic cabinet (PD) involves data collection and preprocessing module (similar to the

one of Group and individual control cabinet - see above) and personal computer with color monitor.

Personal computer provides data processing, visualization and storage.

Communication, indication and indication device (UKI) is mounted on the operator's

console. It is intended for information transferring between operator's console and Group and

individual control cabinets and also for displaying information. It contains a flat panel display , small

scale, high reliable personal computer and special displays.

Manual control unit (BRU) is mounted on the operators console. On the top of the unit are

switches and push buttons, allowing operator to control the control rods in manual mode.

Each of two sets of position indicators (UGIP) involves 49 individual control rod position

indicators. One of sets is mounted on the Main control room board, the other on the Emergency

control room board.

In the point of view of the system architecture, GIC system is a distributed control system.

Interconnection between different parts of the system is provided by using redundant (doubled) serial

communication lines RDD (SKODA's own system).
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To be brief, we can mention some of the main characteristic features of the system:

• wide using of microprocessors and microcontrollers Intel 80C186, 80C196 a 80C152;

• 795 microcomputers and microcontrollers in total is working in the system;

• the system equipment contains more than 1000 electronic units;

• the system equipment is placed in 43 cabinets and in four special assemblies;

• the system contains 11 communication lines with 165 communication nodes;

• the system equipment is of the earthquake resistant design and is seismic tested;

• the system fulfil l EMC requirements and was completely EMC tested;

• two level fault diagnostics is implemented in the system (self diagnostic as a lower level and

centralized data collection and processing as an upper level).

4. Choice of upgrading strategy and requirements for system design

South Ukrainian NPP administrative's decision for upgrading was based on the following

facts that the old equipment was near of the end of life and it was anyway necessary to adapted the

system to the new type of control rod drives (produced by §KODA Nuclear machinery).

Basic approach to the system upgrading was discussed not only between customer and

supplier experts, but with experts of other Ukrainian NPP's.

Following criteria for choice of upgrading strategy was reached as a result of this discussion:

• dismounting of the old equipment, installation and commissioning of the new equipment has to be

completely realized during the regular, at 90 days extended reactor refueling outage;

• maximum of system interconnection has to be provided by using of existing cables;

• as less as possible of new cables has to be required;

• only the existing cables going through containment hermetic penetrations can be used for of

control rod drives and position sensors;

• the same main functions providing by the old system has to be provided by a new system too;

• as many as possible of new auxiliary functions (information, diagnostics, ...) are required;

• it is required, to give operator more information about control rods positions;

• system reliability has to be improved.

Most of the experts on the beginning rejected the idea of full replacement, which was

suggested by supplier. The main reason was the afraid of technical complications which can occur

during system installation and commissioning and which can cause extension of reactor outage and

expand cost of system upgrading. They suggested to replace only electronic units in the existing racks

or replace complete rack in existing cabinets.
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At the end, full replacement was chosen as the approach to the upgrading, because of its

following main advantages:

• more designer's freedom to find optimal variants of equipment design;

• allows to chose a new optimal system internal structure (e.g. by using communication lines);

• allows to use optimal ways for a new auxiliary function implemented in the system;

• gives a possibility to test the whole complete system at the factory;

• at the end the customer has completely new equipment with long service life expectancy.

After that the approach to the upgrading was chosen, next important task was choosing limits

of equipment which should be upgraded. Supplier's suggestion that the optimal limits are identical

with limits of Group and individual control system , was based on the following facts:

• not withstanding that the volume of the equipment is large, the system as a "black box" provides

relatively a few clearly defined functions;

• the number of signals at the interface with another systems is relatively low;

• all of the interface input signals are binary logic signals (24 volts).

It gives the following advantages:

• supplier's independence (better: only very low dependence) on a cooperation with another subject

during the system design and realization;

• simple interface with other systems;

• easy simulation of system input signals (in real conditions incoming from other systems) can be

provided during the factory testing of the system;

• very high probability, that in factory tested system shall successfully work on the site;

• simplicity of on-site tests of interface with another system.

As an example, we can say, in case if the system limits include at about 5% less volume of

equipment, the number of system interface signals will be increased from few tens up to many

hundreds.

5. Design for replacement feasibility

For the design of the system we can use information based on development experience of

some similar parts of equipment for the Temelin NPP and on-site in operation tests of its prototypes,

which being performed at the South Ukrainian NPP Unit 3 since 1992 year.

We provided the analysis of documentation and "on-site recognition" of the old system

equipment, including photographic documentation of all the important parts for replacement (cable

terminals, panel assemblies etc.).
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Very good information was "picked up" in meetings (formal or informal) with Ukrainian

NPP's operation personal. This information was very important for formulation of the system

requirements.

Based on our experiences, we can say that many experts can good describe problems which

occurred during the existing equipment operation and opinions of most of them are equal, but they do

not have clear idea, what new features and functions should have a new designed system.

The principle 1 : 1 was used for the cabinet replacement. Each of old cabinet was replaced by

the new cabinet which provide the same main functions (except of the newly used Diagnostic

cabinet). Described principle was used, even if there was possibility to place new equipment in less

cabinets then previously.

One to one replacement gave us following possibilities:

• to connect existing cables to the new cabinet's terminals;

• to use existing system of power supply (cables, breakers) without changes;

• to use existing bases (steel rails in concrete) for cabinets.

6. Replacement realization

Dismantling of the old equipment was provided by the SUNPP's facility.

Installation of a new equipment was provide by the SUNPP's facility, under the supplier's supervision.

The supervision was performed by one engineer on site. In addition, during connecting phase of

cabling, one supplier's mechanic who itself provided connection of communication cables was on

site. Set of special tools required for installation works by the local personnel was within scope of

supply. Special design mechanical parts, which were needed for fixation of assemblies, mounted on

the operators console and MCR/ECR boards, were supplied with equipment, too.

On account of the results of installation we can say:

• local personnel was skilled and flexible enough when installing a new equipment;

• existing cables was connected again without problems;

• preparation for the replacement, beginning at the first design stage, makes system installation easy

and short.

7. System commissioning (on-site testing)

After the system was completely integrated and tested in the factory, the system

commissioning was reduced only to on-site testing which was performed by the supplier's staff, power

plant and specialized firm "Novovoronesh ATOMTECHENERGO".
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Individual tests of each of the cabinets and assemblies on the MCR and ECR were provided

to confirm whether no damages or failures occurred during the equipment transportation and

installation. "Built-in" software features and special design external tools as drive imitator and

position sensor imitator etc. were used for tests of Drive power supply and control cabinets (PSU)

and Position evaluation cabinets (PKP).

The two following partial tests of the system were performed without connecting the system

with the control rod drives and the position indicators to the reactor.

During the first test, all channels of the Drive power supply, and control cabinets (PSU) and

Position evaluation cabinets (PKP) worked in the simulation mode (simulation were provided by the

built-in software features), all the other parts of the system worked in their normal operation mode.

Then, using switches on the operators console, group and individual control of "rods" were tested

(stepping of rod drives and control rods positions were simulated by software in the PSU and PKP

cabinets).

By the second test, one control rod drive with control rod imitator and position sensor was

used (the whole assembly were placed on a special frame outside the reactor). At the beginning, the

drive was connected to the first channel of the drive power supply and control, position sensor was

connected to the corresponding channel of position evaluation. Then, by using switches on the

operator's console to control the drive in the individual mode, the control rod imitator was moving up

or down. When the first of channel's were O. K., the drive and position indicators were connected to

the second channel and so on.

At the end of outage, when the reactor was completely assembled and drives and position

indicators connected, "in complex" test of the system was performed. During the test, the reactor was

subcritical ( high concentration of boric acid).

Based on our experiences, we can say, that short on-site tests period can be reached by:

• preparation for the on-site testing, beginning at the first design stage;

• suitable (from this point of view) internal structure of the system;

• using built-in testing features (software and/or hardware);

• having special design external tools within the scope of supply;

• using autodiagnostics and diagnostics features of the system to support of tests.

8. Conclusion

Successful commissioning of the GIC system at the South Ukrainian NPP's Unit I and good

results of the first 7 months of system operation, proved full replacement as an optimal approach to

the upgrading in this case and confirmed that SKODA Controls s.r.o. is competent in a field of design,

manufacturing and supply of large electronic systems which are able to fulfill Nuclear Power Plants

strong requirements.
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